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Interagency Science & Research Strategy
Executive Summary
•
•
•
•
•

Updated the SNAP Board on May 18 with a formal presentation.
Began discussions with the Cultural Resources Team to integrate cultural resource
science within in the Science and Research Strategy.
Refined the science proposal peer-review process and developed a conceptual graphic to
communicate the process with Science and Research Team members.
Facilitated the selection of interagency goals, sub-goals, and related monitoring and
science questions by Science and Research Team.
Began planning of an all-agency resource management workshop intended to validate
interagency science goals and sub-goals, and assist in the prioritization of questions.

Summary of Attachments
•
•

Team meeting agendas and notes
Draft Science and Research Goals and Sub-goals

Program Activities
Science Team Facilitation
Two Team meetings were conducted during this quarter (April 30 and June 6). Prior to the
meetings, draft agendas were prepared for review by the Team leader. Final agendas were then
distributed to Team members. Following the Team meetings, minutes were finalized, distributed,
and posted on Grovesite Science and Research page. The minutes of the March 30 meeting (held
at the end of the last quarter) were completed and added to this report.
Dr. Jennell M. Miller coordinated preparation of a PowerPoint presentation, which was delivered
by the Science and Research Team to the SNAP Board on May 18. The purpose of the
presentation was (1) to update the Board on the status of this initiative; (2) discuss the results and
implications of the Environmental Health Workshop for the Science and Research Strategy; (3)
ensure the SNAP Board understood the purpose of the strategy within the context of SNAP goals

and agreed with the methods for developing the strategy; and (4) invite the SNAP Board to define
its role in the process. All Team members participated in giving this presentation.
Science Steering Committee
The Science and Research Team continued to address the need for and the mission of a Science
and Research Steering Committee during this quarter. The Team considers this an important longterm topic for the Science and Research Strategy.
Partnerships
During this quarter, the SNAP Board and the Science and Research Team decided to expand the
scope of the science strategy to include cultural resource sciences. Dr. Palmer attended a meeting
of the Cultural Resources Team and the Cultural Site Stewardship Team to become acquainted
with members from these Teams and to begin to identify their science needs. He will meet with
the Cultural Resources Team during the next quarter to identify common interagency goals, subgoals, and associated science questions related to cultural resources.
Phase I Strategy
Dr. Miller prepared a conceptual graphic to describe a draft science proposal peer-review
strategy. This was presented to the Science and Research Team. During the discussion of the
strategy, the need for distinguishing science from non-science proposals was identified. At the
next Team meeting, Dr. Miller presented some suggestions to the Team to assist in the
identification of science proposals. For the time being, the Team decided, for the short term, to
table efforts to conceptualize embedment of the science proposal peer-review process within the
SNPLMA Conservation Initiative nomination process and focus, instead, on finalization of an
encapsulated science and research peer-review process.
Phase II Strategy
The main focus of efforts during this quarter were to develop a coordinated framework of
interagency goals, objectives and related monitoring and science questions The Team reviewed
existing agency documents and developed three common overall goals. For each of these goals,
sub-goals were developed (see attached). Science questions will be identified for these sub-goals
at future meetings, building upon the efforts of the Ecosystem Health workshops.
An all-agency natural resource management workshop is being planned to review these efforts in
September. Dr. Palmer is coordinating the arrangements for the workshop that is currently
planned to be held at the Barrick Museum of Natural History on the UNLV campus, September
13 and 14.
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Attachments

AGENDA
Science & Research Team Meeting
Interagency Building, 4701 N. Torrey Pines Drive
Date: March 30, 2007
Time: 9:00 a.m. – 2:00 p.m.
Attendees:

S&R Team members

9:00 – 9:15

9:15 – 10:00

Topic: SAR Presentation to SNAP Board on April 6
Presenters: Randy Sharp
Desired Outcome: Team will review status of SAR request and identify team member to
attend SNAP Board meeting on April 6.
Topic: S&R Presentation to SNAP Board on May 18
Presenter: Kent Turner
Desired Outcome: Team will plan presentation to SNAP Board including progress in Science
Plan and outcome of DRI workshops.

10:00 – 10:10

Topic: Round 8 S&R Team proposal
Presenter: Kent Turner & Carrie Ronning
Desired Outcome: Team be updated on Round 8 S&R team proposal.

10:10 – 10:40

Topic: Peer Review of Round 7 science proposals and review form
Presenter: Jennell Miller
Desired Outcome: Team will be updated on results from peer reviews of the four Round 7
science proposals and the associated review form. Next steps will be identified.

10:40 – 11:30

Topic: Development of SNAP Management Goals
Presenter: Kent Turner & Craig Palmer
Desired Outcome: Review previously identified common adaptive management goals and
develop specific objectives for each goal.

11:30 – 12:30

Lunch

12:30 – 1:45

Topic: Development of SNAP Science Goals (cont’d)
Presenter: Kent Turner & Craig Palmer
Desired Outcome: Continue discussion of specific management goals. Develop process for
identification of science questions associated with these management goals.

1:45 – 2:00

Topic: Wrap-up
Presenters: Kent Turner
Desired Outcome: Select a date for next meeting. Review assignments.

Additional Instructions: Bring your calendars for scheduling team meetings in April and May.

Meeting Summary
Interagency Science and Research Team Meeting
Participants

March 30, 2007
9:00am to 2:00 pm
Interagency Building,
4701 N. Torrey Pines Drive
Las Vegas Nevada 89130

Interagency Science and Research Team:
Kent Turner, NPS (Team Lead)
Carrie Ronning, BLM
Randy Sharp, USFS
Craig Palmer, UNLV PLI (Acting Project Manager)
Jennell Miller, UNLV PLI

Upcoming Meetings
Interagency Science and Research Team Meeting:
April 30, 2007 ⎢ 9 am to 2 pm ⎢ Interagency Building

Science and Research Team Action Items
•
•
•
•
•
•

Team members coordinate with Tami Lucero to finalize SAR budget, if necessary
Kent, Craig, and Carrie draft slides for S&R Team Presentation to SNAP Board on May 18 , with drafts
ready for April 30 S&R Team Meeting
Craig will prepare a report/presentation regarding the Senior Managers Group of the Interagency
Northwest Forest Plan
Team begins thinking about Round 9 S&R Conservation Initiative Project/Proposal
Jennell and Craig continue working on the Peer Review Report and revised science proposal ranking
sheet
Jennell and Craig will revise and consolidate sub‐goals of SNAP Science Goal 3

Meeting Summary
1.

Special Account Reserve (SAR) Presentation to SNAP Board
Carrie reported that Tami Lucero (SNPLMA office) sent out the amended SAR request (Final Draft). The
USFS reduced it request by $28,000 due to carryover from a prior SAR funding. The BLM will modify its
portion of the budget; these funds may be available through a “rainy day fund” retroactively set aside after
Round 4 for project overhead. NPS also created such a fund; Kent will check with Tami to see how these
funds could factor into the SAR request. Kent reminded the team to consider increased participation (e.g.,
product review and providing Craig with necessary input to meet August 2008 deadline for the Science
Strategy in their budgets. Carrie indicated that resource staff will also likely need to be involved in the review
of strategy components.
S&R Team members agree to coordinate with Tami to adjust SAR final figures. Tami will present the SAR
request to the SNAP Board on April 6, 2007 and Carrie will represent the S&R Team.
March 30, 2007 ⎢ 1

2.

Science and Research Team Presentation to SNAP Board on May 18, 2007
The presentation will be a tight and simple PowerPoint presentation given as an S&R tag team.
Draft slides will be prepared by mid April:
• Carrie will create a few slides on the environmental and health workshop (synthesis). This will include a
brief synopsis of environmental health report: (1) overview; (2) key findings; (3) next steps
• Kent and Craig will prepare an update of the overall S&R team strategy, timeline, and key objectives.
Assignment: Bring drafts of presentations to April 30 S&R team meeting.

3.a Science and Research Team Round‐8 Proposal
Kent shared the team’s Round 8 proposal ideas with Jennifer Haley, SNAP Board Executive Director and Bill
Dickinson. The low income generated from the corresponding sale made it unlikely that an S&R strategy
project would be funded. It was recommended that the team begin to formulate a strong Round 9 proposal
that identifies how the strategy would be implemented. It was also indicated that once the strategy is in
place, groups such as the Natural Resource Team (NRT) would be able to seek funding to implement the
strategy.
Carrie presented the general (best‐case‐scenario) Conservation Initiative Funding schedule:
OCT
JAN/FEB
JULY
NOV
MARCH

Notification/agencies put together concepts and narrow down what agencies will submit
Full Submission
Vetting process, scoring, inform the decision makers, local committee
SNPLMA executive committee
Recommendations are prepared and presented to the Secretary of the Interior
Secretary of the Interior makes final decision
Start submitting task orders/intergovernmental funding packages. The first task order for a
project may be submitted up to a year after the Secretary makes the funds available.

If a project fails, SNPLMA can request that funding that has already been expended be reimbursed. The
executive committee designated funds from Round 6 for pre‐planning proposals to ensure projects will be
successful. Some projects will take two years to really start on the ground. It was noted that it can take 13
months to 2 years before a project gets funded. It is anticipated that Round 9 will be the round that gets the
process back on schedule.

3.b Natural Resource Team (NRT) Discussion
Several members of the S&R team have been participating in discussion regarding the development of a
Natural Resources Team. A draft charter has been prepared. Several issues need to be resolved such as:
Would S&R Team be a sub‐group working for the NRT? How will sub‐groups be structured?
Craig offered the example of the Northwest Forest Plan (a strategy he’s been involved with) wherein a senior
managers group works for the executive group. The senior managers coordinate team efforts for and among
teams. Teams don’t “report” to the managers group as much as inform on coordination, policy, and gaps
analyses. Each team is made up of interagency members and members of the scientific community. The
Northwest Forest Plan regional monitoring team creates a colorful report synthesizing the various teams’
accomplishments and includes summaries, photos, results, and graphs. Each monitoring module is
highlighted on a page or two.
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Craig will assemble facts and interview people to get pros and cons of the Northwest Forest Plan process.
From the results, he will outline the basis for the development of the NRT charter (for the April 20 NRT
meeting). If desired, Craig will arrange to invite a senior management member to discuss the group. The
Northwest Forest Plan annual monitoring and research report might also be important for the SNAP Board to
hear and consider as well.
Kent said that preventing “falling through cracks,” was one of the focus areas of the NRT conservation action
strategy that the S&R Team considered including in Round 8. The NRT‐formation buy‐in might come in from
an on‐the‐ground conservation action emphasis.

4.

Peer Review of Round 7 Science Proposals and Review Form
Jennell provided the team with the review form (criteria) into which the comments of the four reviewers had
been paraphrased and inserted. The team reviewed the comments and indicated they would like Craig and
Jennell to accomplish the following:
(1) Change and update the evaluation criteria (priority)
(2) Provide recommendations about the solicitations that consider discrepancies / what instructions would
help individuals create better proposals and make it easier for reviewers to judge.
Craig and Jennell are advised to look to NSF for guidance to improve the ranking criteria. It is important to
focus on what a good SNPLMA CI proposal needs to include, but to also take into consideration that
proposals (as they are prepared now) may cost as much as $10,000 to create.
Questions and Thoughts on the Proposal Process:
•
•
•

•

•

SNAP receives many different types of CI nominations. Who decides which ones are science
proposals?
What standard components lead to the success of a project, outside of the science review process (e.g.,
inclusion of a management plan seems to be looked upon favorably)?
Kent suggests that general processes should be made more consistent across projects and consistent
information needs to be relayed to teams/individuals. “I’ve discouraged people from submitting
based on information I’ve been given, only to have them successfully submit through another
agency.” Also, individuals/teams submitting science proposals need to be aware of the additional
ranking process for science proposals.
How do we get better proposals? Craig offered example of the NSF process wherein an individual
submits a proposal and gets it back with comments. Proposals are often improved and submitted 4 or
5 times before they get funded. By getting good feedback, people have a better understanding of
what to do next time and proposals improve over time.
The team also likes the idea of putting projects on the shelf (ready to go) until funding becomes
available.
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5. Development of SNAP Management/Science Goals
Craig presented the goals developed by the Glen Canyon Adaptive Management Program. Using the Glen
Canyon Model, goals lead to science questions. Craig described the following hierarchy:

At the top tier are several Agency
Goals, which form something like
a mission statement.

Interagency Goals are agency
goals we have in common.

Management Goals are specific,
refined, Interagency Goals.

Candidate Science Questions (40‐
60) that address Specific
Management Goals

Priority Science Questions are
chosen from the pool of Candidate
Science Questions to focus science
efforts to meet the needs of the
agencies’ Specific Management
Goals above. Team will need to
decide how they will prioritize the
Candidate Science Questions.

The Environmental Health Workshop focused on answering the question: “What do we need to know about
southern Nevada to say we’re providing science for conservation of the area?” Now we need to have a
framework of the agency goals to develop objectives into which we can categorize and prioritize the science
questions whose answers will feed back into our specific management goals, and in turn, interagency and
agency goals. The Science and Research Strategy is tied to agency goals.
Kent asked that Jennell identify the sources of the information that forms “Agency Goals” and “Interagency
Goals.”
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The team reviewed the common interagency goals, which they identified at the last meeting. The following
sub‐goals were then identified:

Goal 1

Restore, sustain, and enhance southern Nevada ecosystems
1.1

Restore wildland fire’s role in the sustainability of southern Nevada ecosystems
Additional thoughts/explanations/ questions: All ecosystems are dependent upon disturbance (flood,
fire) Restore natural (pre‐human) wildland fire regime. Humans introduced suppression and
increased frequency of non‐native annuals. How can we improve post‐fire management, prevent
negative post‐fire effects due to unnatural fuel loads? We know fire plays a role, but to what
degree, scale, and scope? How can we control the effects of wildland fire / Can we control the
effects to play a natural role in the ecosystem? How has fire changed as a result of suppression
(management)? How has fire changed due to invasive species (lack of management of invasive
species)?

1.2

Protect southern Nevada ecosystems from the adverse impacts of invasive species
Additional thoughts/explanations/ questions: Maintain important characteristics of southern Nevada
to preserve function of ecosystems. Ensure invasive species do not expand; understand the effects
of invasive species on the ecosystem. What quantity of invasive is adverse, what quantity is
acceptable? What are some biological controlling agents?

1.3

Restore and maintain proper function of southern Nevada watersheds and landscapes
Additional thoughts/explanations/ questions: Methodologies to restore, monitor, and assess.
Localized site‐function and interactions.

1.4

Protect and improve southern Nevada biotic communities to preserve biodiversity and
maintain viable populations
Additional thoughts/explanations/ questions: Geomorphology: within soil and water / hydrology /
flood‐dependant species / what happens on alluvial fans in washes, what happens when we
divert flows?

Goal 2

Improve resource management to assure responsible use for public benefit in
southern Nevada
2.1

Provide for the quality and diversity of appropriate recreational experiences and responsible
visitor use on SNAP lands.
Additional thoughts/explanation/questions: How does SNAP provide for social demand?
Appropriate facilities/social science. What human activities (e.g., OHV use) are influencing soil
function? What were the impacts of prehistoric humans on the ecosystem?

2.2

Manage authorized SNAP land uses in a manner that maintains ecosystem sustainability and
minimizes impacts.
Additional thoughts/explanation/questions: Authorized land (and consumptive) uses include
energy/resource use, production as in livestock (herd size), commercial products from Federal
lands (e.g., sand, gravel, rock, biomass, oil, mineral leasing, wind energy, solar energy, rights of
way leases, mining leases).
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2.3

Goal 3

Establish and maintain an effective public environmental education program to improve
southern Nevada resource management.
Additional thoughts/explanation/questions: educational programs should be designed to reduce
impacts to southern Nevada public lands (responsible use of public lands) and an integral part of
all programs.

Promote integrated approaches to ensure effective and efficient management
activities
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7

Sharing of data
Work through SNAP teams
Interdisciplinary analysis and assessment
Shared agency staff and resources
Proposal review process emphasizing efficient use of resources
Incorporate adaptive management techniques into SNAP conservation actions
Effectiveness monitoring/measurable success

Goal 3 remained unchanged from the previous meeting. Carrie suggested that Craig and Jennell work on Goal 3
sub‐goals for the next meeting.
Meeting adjourned at 2:00 p.m..
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AGENDA
Science & Research Team Meeting
Interagency Building, 4701 N. Torrey Pines Drive
Date: April 30, 2007
Time: 9:00 a.m. – 2:00 p.m.
Attendees: S&R Team members
9:00 – 9:15

9:15 – 10:15

Topic: SAR Presentation to SNAP Board on April 6
Presenters: Carrie Ronning
Desired Outcome: Results from SAR request to SNAP Board meeting on April 6 will be
discussed.
Topic: S&R Presentation to SNAP Board on May 18
Presenter: Kent Turner, Craig Palmer, Carrie Ronning
Desired Outcome: Team will review draft presentations to SNAP Board including progress in
Science Plan and outcome of DRI workshops.

10:15 – 10:30

Topic: ESH Workshop Cover Letter
Presenters: Kent Turner, Carrie Ronning
Desired Outcome: Team will review request for copy of DRI cover letter by Craig Palmer.

10:30 – 11:00

Topic: Peer Review of Round 7 science proposals and review form
Presenter: Jennell Miller
Desired Outcome: Team will be updated on synthesis of results from peer reviews of the
four Round 7 science proposals and the associated review forms.

11:00 – 12:00

Topic: Development of SNAP Management Goals & Associated Science Questions
Presenters: Kent Turner & Craig Palmer
Desired Outcome: Review previously identified common adaptive management goals and
objectives. Identify science questions associated with these objectives.

12:00 – 1:00

Lunch

1:00 – 1:45

Topic: Development of SNAP Science Goals & Associated Science Questions
(cont’d)
Presenters: Kent Turner & Craig Palmer
Desired Outcome: Continue discussion of specific management goals and objectives and the
associated science questions.

1:45 – 2:00

Topic: Wrap-up
Presenters: Kent Turner
Desired Outcome: Select a date for next meeting. Review assignments.

Additional Instructions: Bring your calendars for scheduling team meetings in May and June.

Meeting Summary
Interagency Science and Research Team Meeting
Participants

April 30, 2007
9:00am to 2:00 pm
Interagency Building,
4701 N. Torrey Pines Drive
Las Vegas Nevada 89130

Interagency Science and Research Team:
Kent Turner, NPS (Team Lead)
Carrie Ronning, BLM
Randy Sharp, USFS
Craig Palmer, UNLV PLI (Acting Project Manager)
Jennell Miller, UNLV PLI

Upcoming Meetings
SNAP Board PowerPoint Review Conference Call
May 14, 2007 ⎢ 10 am
⎢ Phone number: 9‐1‐866‐600‐8246
Participant Code: 203 4483#
SNAP Board Presentation
May 18, 2007 ⎢ 10:15 am
⎢ Lake Mead NRA Headquarters
Interagency Science and Research Team Meetings:
June 6, 2007 ⎢ 9 am to 4 pm ⎢ Interagency Building
July 6, 2007 ⎢ 9 am to 4 pm ⎢ Interagency Building
August 17, 2007 ⎢ 9 am to 4 pm ⎢ Interagency Building

Science and Research Team Action Items
May 18 Presentation to the SNAP Board
• Kent will arrange for a conference line telephone number for the May 14 PowerPoint review session
• Carrie will provide Craig and Jennell with Environmental Health Workshop slides
• Craig and Jennell will revise existing slides and create additional slides for the PowerPoint
• Craig will prepare examples of existing science strategies to present to the SNAP Board
Peer‐Review Process
• Craig and Jennell will continue to prepare a report on the Peer‐Review Process
• Craig and Jennell will gather criteria for distinguishing between science and non‐science proposals
Science Strategy
• Begin planning an all‐agency resource management staff workshop for September 13 and 14, 2007
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Meeting Summary
1.

Special Account Reserve (SAR) Presentation to SNAP Board on April 6
Carrie reported that the SAR request has been signed by Bill and was submitted to the BLM office. It is on the
SAR request list and awaiting approval by the Executive Committee.

2.

Science and Research Team Presentation to SNAP Board on May 18, 2007
Team reviewed draft slides. Additions and adjustment were made to the presentation during the meeting.
The general outline of the presentation will be as follows:
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

History and rationale for creating the Interagency S&R Team
Summary of select exiting science strategies. (Why were they formed; what is the benefit; what are
their products; what is their on‐going role/status?)Why have other entities formed science strategies?
Examples: Desert Managers’ Group; Lake Tahoe; White Pine; Northwest Forest Plan. Perhaps have
handouts or products to show.
S&R Charter and Charter Goals
Round 4 Conservation Initiative Project: Deliverables / Products
Status of Round 4 Project
 Environmental Health Workshop
o Workshop Description (note the impressive number of agencies involved ‐‐ 55
invited scientists + agency participation)
o Process flowchart
o Topics and breakout groups (select one to highlight)
o Top 5 questions and top research areas
o Outcome: Scientific community agreed that interdisciplinary work looking
holistically at needs for Southern Nevada is important; significance of workshop
results to agency science research coordinators
o Reprioritization
Outline of Science Strategy (timeline)
Peer Review
Discussion of the future of the S&R program / explain benefit to SNAP agencies (managerial
relevancy) / ask how SNAP Board wants to be engaged

Presentation topics will be covered as follows:
• Background History: Kent
• Environmental Health Workshop: Carrie
• Goals: Randy
• Science Strategy: Craig
Craig and Jennell will further adjust the draft slides and prepare additional slides to cover the topics
described above; Carry will supply Craig and Jennell with Environmental Health Workshop slides. The
revised PowerPoint presentation will be reviewed by conference call on May 15, 2007. Kent will arrange for a
conference line.
3.

ESH Workshop Cover Letter
Carrie provided Craig with the ESH Workshop cover letter. This document might be of use in creating the
Interagency Science and Research Strategy. Craig agreed to cite the source (Desert Research Institute’s
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observations from having conducted the workshop on behalf of the agencies) for any material derived from
that letter.
4.

Peer Review of Round 7 Science Proposals and Review Form
Jennell summarized the components of the peer review process in a graphic flow chart (next page). Also
included is how the peer review would impact the existing SNPLMA Conservation Initiatives Call for
Proposal and Ranking processes. Craig and Jennell will work to finalize a Peer Review Recommendations
Report and develop draft suite of criteria for distinguishing between science and non‐science proposals. Also
discussed was the Peer Review Process utilized for ranking and selection of Round 7 Lake Tahoe Projects as
indicated on the University of Nevada, Reno Academy for the Environment Website
http://environment.unr.edu/tahoe/index.html
Currently all types of Science and Research proposals are submitted for SNPLMA Conservation Initiatives
funding. Kent indicated that it would be advantageous if Science and Research proposals could be solicited
and funded within particular focus areas or themes. Carrie noted that this additional direction could prevent
the nomination of projects that have adequate funding from other sources.

5.

Development of SNAP Management Goals and Associated Science Questions
Jennell and Craig developed draft sub‐goals for Interagency Goal 3. These sub‐goals were reviewed
during the meeting and edited to read as follows:

GOAL 3
Promote integrated approaches to ensure effective and efficient management activities
3.1.
3.2.
3.3.
3.4.

Establish and maintain a process for interagency and interdisciplinary analysis and assessment of
SNAP science and research proposals, projects, and products
Define, develop, and maintain effective linkages between SNAP teams to share data, database
management systems, staff, and resources
Provide for the synthesis of SNAP science and research findings for application in adaptive
management techniques actions and other SNAP activities
Develop and maintain a science strategy to guide and facilitate SNAP resource management
decisions to achieve SNAP partnership goals

The draft sub‐goals for Goal 3 will require further examination and editing, but are left as is for the time
being. The team moved on to drafting science questions for Goal 1, Sub‐goal 1.1, shown below. These
questions fell into two categories (1) Research and Modeling and (2) Monitoring.

GOAL 1
Restore, sustain, and enhance southern Nevada ecosystems
1.1

Restore wildland fire’s role in the sustainability of southern Nevada ecosystems

Science Questions ‐‐ Fire effects:
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Research and Modeling
1 What is the historic role of fire in southern Nevada, what is its current role, and is that role
changing?
2 What effect does the changing role of fire have on the health of southern Nevada ecosystems and
on species biodiversity?
Monitoring Questions
3 What is the effectiveness of current post‐fire practices?
4 What would be the effects of continuation of management regarding fire suppression?
5 How effective are fuels treatments in restoring fire to its natural role in the ecosystem?
6 What effects does non‐native vegetation have on fire?
Next steps: continue to develop questions for each sub‐goal. S&R Team decided that a staff workshop would
be the best forum in which to engage staff with the Interagency Science and Research Strategy. Attendees will
be provided with draft goals, sub‐goals, and monitoring questions. The outcome of the workshop will be
validation and finalization of goals and sub‐goals, prioritization of questions, and identification of additional
questions. The dates of September 13th and 14th were selected for this meeting.
Future meetings of the team will be held on June 6, July 6, and August 17.
Meeting adjourned at 2:30 p.m.
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AGENDA
Science & Research Team Meeting
Interagency Building, 4701 N. Torrey Pines Drive
Date: June 6, 2007
Time: 9:00 a.m. – 2:00 p.m.
Attendees: S&R Team members
9:00 – 9:15

Topic: S&R Presentation to SNAP Board on May 18
Presenter: Kent Turner
Desired Outcome: Team will review outcomes of presentations to SNAP Board

9:15 – 10:00

Topic: Coordination with other SNAP Teams
Presenter: Craig Palmer
Desired Outcome: Team will review planned meeting of Craig & Jennell with the Cultural
Resources Team on June 28 to identify common interagency cultural resource goals and
associated science questions. Team will discuss possible coordination of science information
needs assessments of additional SNAP teams with planned information needs assessments
of the GIS team.

10:00 – 10:30

Topic: Peer Review Process – Identifying a science proposal
Presenter: Jennell Miller
Desired Outcome: Team will discuss alternative approaches to distinguish science from nonscience CI proposals.

10:30 – 11:00

Topic: All-agency resource management science workshop
Presenter: Kent Turner
Desired Outcome: Team will plan workshop scheduled for September 13 & 14.

11:00 – 12:00

Topic: Development of Science Questions Associated with SNAP Management
Goals
Presenters: Kent Turner & Craig Palmer
Desired Outcome: Review previously identified common adaptive management goals and
objectives. Continue process of identifying science questions associated with these goals
and objectives.

12:00 – 1:00

Lunch

1:00 – 1:45

Topic: Development of Science Questions Associated with SNAP Management
Goals (cont’d)
Presenters: Kent Turner & Craig Palmer
Desired Outcome: Continue process of identifying science questions.

1:45 – 2:00

Topic: Wrap-up
Presenters: Kent Turner
Desired Outcome: Confirm next meeting date (Aug. 17). Review assignments.

DRAFT Meeting Summary
Interagency Science and Research Team Meeting
Participants

June 06, 2007
9:00am to 2:00 pm
Interagency Building,
4701 N. Torrey Pines Drive
Las Vegas Nevada 89130

Interagency Science and Research Team:
Kent Turner, NPS (Team Lead)
Amy LaVoie, USFWS
Randy Sharp, USFS
Craig Palmer, UNLV PLI (Project Manager)
Jennell Miller, UNLV PLI

Upcoming Meetings
Interagency Science and Research Team Meetings:
July 6, 2007 ⎢ 9 am to 4 pm ⎢ Interagency Building
August 17, 2007 ⎢ 9 am to 4 pm ⎢ Interagency Building

Science and Research Team Action Items
•
•
•

Craig will establish the location for the September 13 and 14 workshop at UNLV
Craig and Jennell will correlate the Environmental Health Workshop questions with the new SNAP
Science and Research Goals
Craig and Jennell will finalize a report describing the Round 7 Peer Review Process
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Meeting Summary
1.

Presentation to SNAP Board on May 18, 2007
The S&R Team presentation was well received by the SNAP Board. The Science Strategy timeline and general
approach were affirmed; no additional tasks were requested. The SNAP Board asked the S&R Team to
integrate cultural resources into the Science and Research Strategy by working with the Cultural Resources
Team to develop and include cultural‐related goals, subgoals, and priority questions within the strategy.

2.

Coordination with Other SNAP Teams
Cultural and Recreation teams should be included as soon as possible in the goal/question‐forming process.
Craig and Jennell will attend a Cultural Resources Team meeting on June 28, 2007 to introduce the SNAP
Science and Research Strategy and engage the team in the same strategic process. Cultural and heritage
aspects of Goal 2 will be expanded with the Cultural Resources Team’s input. Kent will invite Jennifer Haley
to underscore SNAP Board opinion to the Cultural Resources Team.
The upcoming September workshop was originally envisioned as an event where resource management staff
would have the opportunity to validate and fill in any gaps natural resource‐related goals and prioritize
science questions. There will need to be a similar process for the Cultural Resource Team to review and
prioritize the questions. However, this could be re‐thought if at the June 28, 2007 meeting, the Cultural Team
indicates a desire to attend.

3.

Needs Assessment (Don Harper)
Don Harper (Lead, SNAP GIS Team) addressed the S&R Team, apprising them on the status of the Data
Needs Assessment currently being conducted by the USGS. The USGS is studying in‐house data; determining
where agency data is located, how it matches/aligns, state of metadata, how to serve data, and how to share
data; it is considering a central repository (or some other compatible storage/serving means); and still
defining goals.
‐‐ GIS training is necessary for interagency teams; Mark O’Brien (BLM) will be a GIS training instructor
‐‐ Following training, teams will better understand their GIS needs
‐‐ It is important for teams to understand the information integration of many data layers (not just
geographic) that is possible through GIS
Craig is also working on a project to determine database/data sharing needs of all teams
‐‐ framework data / layers
‐‐ specific databases
‐‐ takes into consideration that some projects have legacy data / national databases (tied to funding)

4.

Peer Review of Round 7 Science Proposals and Review Form
Craig reminded the S&R Team of the embedded peer‐review option wherein S&R Team receives all science
proposals, coordinates peer review, collects recommendations, then distributes to appropriate team (e.g.,
Cultural Resource Team, Natural Resources Team, etc). Jennell offered some potential criteria for
distinguishing non‐science from science proposals when all Conservation Initiatives nominations are received
by the SNPLMA office.
It is unclear how the SNAP Board envisions embedding the peer review process into the overall nomination
process. Perhaps each SNAP team will use a peer review process designed by the S&R team to evaluate and
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prioritize science proposals from their teams. The immediate need is for Craig and Jennell to finalize the
document describing the pilot peer review process (including lessons learned) that was used for Round 7.

5.

All‐agency Resource Management Workshop (September 13th and 14th)
Goal: That the four agencies and staffs reach agreement on the SNAP Science Strategy goals and science
questions.
General outline:
• Participants are sent a pre‐workshop package to review (includes questions and materials from the
Environmental Health Workshops);
• Setting the stage (provide an introduction that is similar to what was given to the SNAP Board)
• Present SNAP Science and Research Goals and ask participants to provide input about whether anything
is missing (structured)
• Present the science questions that fall under Goals 1 and 3 and ask participants to validate questions (a
little more open ended)
• Break‐out groups work on prioritizing questions (prioritization scheme: high, medium, or low)
• Provide a homework exercise
Logistics:
• Participants: All natural resource staffs and Cultural Resources and Recreation Team leads
• Approximately 25‐50 people and need space for break‐out groups to work (3 additional rooms)
• SNAP Board will attend the workshop and can help focus and keep goals limited
• Craig will arrange for space at UNLV
• S&R Team will decide upon pre‐workshop packet contents during the July meeting.
Kent indicated that the September 13 and 14 workshop should focus on natural resource questions. But, if
there is an overwhelming response from the Cultural Resources Team to attend, then the S&R Team will
reconsider the structure of the September workshop.

6.

Revising SNAP Science and Research Goal 2 to include cultural resources
To incorporate and integrate the understanding and management of human needs within a historic context,
the S&R Team revised Goal 2 and sub‐goals to read as follows:
Goal 2
Provide for responsible use of southern Nevada lands in a manner that preserves its heritage resources and promotes an
understanding of human interaction with the landscape
Sub‐goals:
2.1 Preserve cultural resources for benefit of current and future residents
2.2 Provide historic context of human habitation within southern Nevada
2.3 Provide for the quality and diversity of appropriate recreational experiences and responsible visitor use
on SNAP lands
2.4 Manage authorized SNAP land uses in a manner that maintains ecosystem sustainability and minimizes
resource impacts
2.5 Establish and maintain an effective public outreach program to improve southern Nevada resource
management
Craig will present Goal 2 and its sub‐goals to the Cultural Resources Team on June 28, 2007. The Cultural
Resources Team will have the opportunity to validate and edit Goal 2 and sub‐goals 2.1 and 2.2.
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7.

Priority Science Questions
Craig and Jennell will correlate the 80 questions from the Environmental Health Workshop with the relevant
SNAP Science and Research goals

8.

SAR Request
Tami Lucero indicated that the SAR Request was approved, but that funds are not currently available to
completely fill the request. Returned project funds (from other projects) will go to fill the S&R Team SAR
Request.

Meeting adjourned at 1:00 pm.
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